Overview
The Pupil Voice Forum is a pupil led group
which listens to and values every young
person at Dalkeith High School. We meet
approximately once per month to discuss
and share ideas on topics linked to learning
and wider school life. The aim of the group
is to ensure all pupils have their voices
heard. In addition, we aim to create impact
and make positive change across the
school.
The
Pupil
Voice
Forum
provides
opportunities for all young people in the
school to demonstrate that they are:
Responsible, Resourceful, Resilient and
Reflective learners. In addition, every pupil
who attends and contributes to meetings will
earn merits for them and their house team.

2018/19 S5 Pupil Leadership Team;
Liam Bielski, Catriona Nelson, Elle Wright
and Yasmine Yorke

The Pupil Voice Team
The Pupil Voice Forum is run by members of
the Pupil Leadership Team who help set
the agenda, chair meetings, provide
feedback to the Senior Leadership Team
and drive ideas and initiatives forward.
The Pupil Voice Forum is also supported by
a team of S2 pupils who represent the
younger year groups, carryout admin duties
and assist in the organisation of meetings
and feedback to SLT.
The Pupil Voice Forum is supported by Mrs
Zielinski (Curriculum Leader Expressive
Arts) and Mrs Dobson (Headteacher).

2018/19 S2 Representatives;
Sophie Binns, Mia Linn, Eve Sneddon and Lara
Stewart.

Pupil Voice Meetings
These Pupil Voice Team work with a
different group of young people at each
monthly meeting. We don’t run elections or
have a lengthy application process to
decide who attends meetings.
Instead, every pupil of Dalkeith High
School is automatically a member of the
Pupil Voice Forum.
Ahead of each meeting, pupils are
randomly selected from across different
year groups and Houses. They are then
invited to participate in the meeting by
sharing their ideas and voicing opinions.

Senior pupils sharing and discussing
opinions at a Pupil Forum meeting

If pupils are not selected when a particular
topic is being discussed, they can still offer
their comments via their Pupil Support
Leader, the Pupil Voice team or through
Mrs Zielinski.

Sharing Feedback
Feedback and information gathered at the
meetings are published on the school
website and newsletter, displayed on the
designated noticeboard and shared
amongst the wider school staff at
Extended Leadership Team meetings. In
addition, the Pupil Voice Team attend
Senior Leadership Team meetings who
then respond to any issues or questions
raised.

BGE pupils recording ideas at a
Pupil Forum meeting

The Pupil Voice Team meet regularly to
further discuss outcomes and feedback
following SLT and ELT meetings. They
identify what action is needed and what
they should do in order to drive ideas
forward and make positive change across
Dalkeith High School.

The Pupil Voice Forum Noticeboard

Pupil Forum Meeting Dates
2018/19
Wednesday 12th September: Period 6
Wednesday 24th October: Period 6
Thursday 29th November: Period 5
Thursday 20th December: Period 4
Monday 25th February: Period 7
Monday 25th March: Period 4
Wednesday 24th April: Period 6
(Senior hand over meeting)

Monday 13th May: Period 4

Pupil Forum Meeting: 24/10/18
Focus of the Meeting: Catering in DHS

How often do you purchase food from the school canteen?

How often people purchase school food

Sometimes








Always

Never

Other

Some pupils who never buy food from the canteen said the food is a little exorbitant and
they say the food is substandard
Some pupils who sometimes buy canteen food said that when they get to the front of
the line most food options have been purchased already and there is none left to their
liking
It is convenient that is why I purchase food in school
I don’t buy food very often as the prices went up, so it is too expensive to get a school
dinner every day
I never purchase food from the canteen as its low quality and I’d rather know what I’m
getting for my money, this isn’t always clear, and the taste doesn’t reflect the price you
pay

What is your opinion on the variety of food and drinks available?








Not a very good assortment of drinks – some people don’t like fizzy drinks and would
prefer still or fruit juice
The food options are repetitive and always the same
The menu should change throughout the year
More hot foods should be available
The variety is boring
The food doesn’t provide a balanced diet
Bring back Capri-suns

What suggestions could you provide to improve the menu or options at break and
lunchtime?









Make the pasta less soggy
Have more healthy options
The rolls should be softer and more fresh
Hot beverages for cold weather
Make the food more flavorsome
Expand the breakfast menu and make it available before school
Have still orange and apple juice available
Provide a refillable ‘DHS Branded’ bottle for £1 that pupils can use at the fountains –
use less plastic!

What is your opinion on the healthy options at lunchtimes?








Didn’t even know there was healthy options
There aren’t enough healthy options
You’re not made aware if something is healthy
The school should purchase a salad bar
The kitchen staff should spread the butter properly and more thinly
More fresh fruit or fruit smoothies
The school tries to promote healthy living but there isn’t anything changing in the
canteen

Do you think there should be more vegetarian options to suit a range of dietary
requirements e.g. vegetarian, vegan, gluten or dairy free products?






Information is limited and not promoted or highlighted if you have an allergy
More vegetarian options should be available
Lactose free options should be available and made clear to pupils
More gluten free options
Take away all unhealthy items and replace them with fat free foods

How this could be achieved?






Purchasing a salad bar and provide a subway style service
Labels on food and on the menu
Having lactose free milk and have it clearly marked
Survey people that are vegetarian, vegan, lactose intolerant or that have celiac disease
and see what they would want to eat that’s suitable for them
Order food from a special dietary food supplier

Is there anything that you would change about the vending machines in the school?







The milk should be contained with the rest of the drinks not with the brownies, crisps
etc. as it is not always cold
There is an array of unhealthy options but no fruit
Take away some unhealthy items and replace with more filling healthy options
Freshly make the food such as the empire biscuits as the quality is not the best
A whole school survey should be carried out on what people would like in the vending
machines
Remove the unhealthy options so pupils do not become hyper and obese

Do you think the food available in school is good value for money?







All attendees said that it’s not good value for money
Prices keep going up
Some things like the brownies aren’t worth it because it costs 80p for a small portion
The quality of food has dropped but the price has risen
Too much money is needed every day to purchase food to fill me up
It’s not worth it

If you could add or change anything about the canteen what would it be and why?



















Having separate queues for the seniors and the juniors
Install more payment machines which are more reliable
Having a rota on which year goes first everyday
Organisation at prelim and exam time as you can’t always purchase food between
exams
Kitchen takeovers, when the pupils get a chance to make and serve the food
S1 and S2 pupils getting their lunch earlier everyday
Queue system must be improved
Pasta station
Make the vending machines more accessible as the location is not idea due to ques and
a busy route to the school
Make the strawberry and chocolate milkshakes a stronger flavour because they taste
too milky, also stir them properly
More food available, it runs out very quickly, especially the hot section
Install more comfortable seating – booth seating like a diner
Make sure that the pupils are aware when prelims and exams are on so that they can
keep the noise down
Have theme weeks and stick to it
Menus should be clearer with prices clear and accurate
Have trays available
Recycling bins for waste
Music playing on a regular basis to create a positive, happy and fun environment

Pupil Forum Meeting: 29/11/18
Focus of the Meeting: Fundraising

What subjects/departments do you think would benefit from more funding?
Science: To enable us to continue to carryout fun and worthwhile experiments
Music: Improved equipment including Drum Kit, Acoustic and Electric Guitars, New Keyboards
and Pianos, Microphone Stands
Art and Design: Higher quality materials including Paint and Coloured Pencils, more
Mannequins to help with design work.
Drama: Fixed projectors and a white board for projecting onto. Lighting boards for both
classrooms. Larger variety of costumes and makeup.
Maths: Calculators and learning games
PE: Improved equipment including Mats, Hockey Sticks and Pool items
CDT: Higher quality computer programs
Whole School: More learning assistants and iPads for all pupils.
What type of fundraising events would you like to see more of or what you think would
be successful during the school day?









Hide and Seek Game with teachers
Teacher Makeover
Total Wipe-Out (in the pool)
Haunted House Tour (around the school at night)
Bake off Challenge (sell the cakes as a bake sale)
Themed Dress Down/Up Days
Music Concerts and Talent shows
Picnic and BBQ (in the summer/garden)

Do you have any new ideas the school could try when fundraising to attract more
people and also raise more money out with or after school?










Fundraiser Spa Day
Raffles
Fox Lake Water Challenge
Christmas Fair
Stay Awake/ Sleepover Challenge
Teachers Fashion Show
Sponsored Walk/Run
Large Scale Treasure Hunt
Movie Night

Is there anything which you think could be purchased for DHS to make it even better for
the students (learning, extra-curricular etc.)?















Quality Musical Instruments
Sports Equipment
Lockers for Seniors
Beauty Equipment
Mirrors for Dance Studios
Fix Damaged Computers
Books for English
Footballs, Bibs and Washing Machines
iPad (per student for learning)
Interactive Boards (in all classrooms)
More Comfortable Chairs (in classes and social areas)
Improved Outdoor Space (covered area and more seating)
Therapy Dogs
Quiet Chill Space (comfortable chairs, music player, relaxed lighting)

What amenities in the school do you think requires improvement? (toilets, sports
facilities, social areas etc.)









Toilets need fixed: Toilets don’t all flush and taps get stuck on and don’t always stop.
Toilets are unhygienic and smell. Soap is needed in the boy’s toilets, there isn’t
always toilet paper and if there is its poor quality.
Sanitary bins in the girl’s toilets need emptied more regularly and sanitary product
machines should be installed and working at all times.
Larger space for eating lunch: more spaces around the school where you are allowed
to eat.
Games room for socialising: Pool Table, Music Player and an Xbox etc
Improved outdoor areas: benches, pupil garden and shelters.
More bins required to reduce litter, especially on the top floor.
The ballerina area: it should be more welcoming and interesting as it’s the entrance to
our school.

Pupil Voice Meeting with Catering Team: 24/01/19
Introduction from Mrs Zielinski: Pupil Voice at DHS is a little different to other secondary
schools. We have a team of pupils that oversea the organisation of the meetings and generate
the questions and discussion points at each meeting. What’s different is that we randomly
select pupils from across all year groups and they are invited to attend a meeting to discuss
the agreed topic. Over the course of a year all pupils will have the opportunity to attend and
have their say about how changes can be made to the school which directly affects them.
Liam: A reoccurring point of discussion that has been brought up is the food available in the
canteen and vending machines in particular the quality, cost, variety, specific dietary options
and communication of menus and prices.
Catriona: With Sainsburys, the Food Van and Chip Shop being in walking distance to the
school, a large number of pupils are buying food at these places rather than the canteen. The
pupils have identified some discussion points which they would like to share today.
Liam: Our aim is to work together with you to see if we can make positive changes in relation
to canteen food for all the young people at DHS.
1. Our main concern is the limited food options for pupils with specific dietary requirements
e.g. Gluten Free, Vegetarian, Vegan & Lactose Intolerant.
Could the choices be improved for pupils but also advertised and promoted more clearly at
the main canteen service area as well as the vending machines?
2. Another area which the pupils want to see an improvement is quality and Value for money.
The majority of pupil’s don’t think the cost of the food reflects the quality. Overcooked, cold
and dried out foods and little fillings are some of the issues they see on a daily basis.
Pupils think that the cost is too high for the food that they are buying. They think the food
quality should improve to match the cost for all food items.
3. Pupils feel that the food options are very repetitive and would like to see some other
options available.
Themed days once a week or month or some new items introduced e.g. a salad, pasta bar
and fresh sandwiches made to order like subway.
4. The final area the pupils would like to see improved is communication. Pupils think what is
available to purchase and the cost needs to be clear and up to date.
Pupils will que for a long time to purchase some food and when they get to the front of the
que the food is sold out, they don’t like it or they don’t have enough money to pay for it as
prices have been changed.

Pupil Forum Meeting: 27/02/19
Focus of the Meeting: Learning and Feedback
Please give examples of feedback which you receive about your learning.














Written and verbal feedback on assignments/essay to re-draft and then make them better
Written or verbal feedback following tests
Written feedback explaining what to improve to help gain marks and improve understanding
Assignment, essay and dissertation feedback including a helpful written message
Verbal feedback on work carried out in class
Unit assessments are usually marked within a reasonable time
Some teachers email or record feedback on Show My Homework if work is marked in the
holidays
In English you get comments in jotters
‘Next Step’ targets are given to help us have a focus
We have learning conversations which are personal to our learning
We carryout surveys to see how we are doing
Comments and grades are sometimes reported and shared through Show My Homework
Meetings, report cards, phone calls home, parents evening are other ways which we all get
important feedback

How helpful is the written and/or verbal feedback you get from your teachers?









The feedback we get is very helpful as it gives you an understanding of what areas to
improve on
Feedback is very helpful if we get it because you know how to improve your learning further
Personalised feedback is the best form of feedback as it benefits you more
Sometimes it is better when teachers speak to you after class or in private
Feedback can be good as it’s personal
Verbal feedback is sometimes better as it can be explained in more detail and clearly
however sometimes I forget the feedback and would like it to refer back to
Written is good but they aren’t very explanatory, whereas verbal is easier for the teacher
and more detail is shared
Sometimes we don’t get any feedback in our jotters, or it isn’t very regular

How do you know about the progress you are making in school?







By looking at our test results
Feedback at Parents Evenings
Feedback on practical/written work
Feedback through Show My Homework
Tracking Reports give some feedback
Setting our own learning targets

How is progress shared with parents/carers?





Sometimes a letter is sent home to say you are doing well
Report cards giving information about our level, progress and targets
Parents evenings are good to discuss progress in more detail
If you’re absent or misbehaving, texts, emails or phone calls will be sent home

Is this information regular enough?






Should be more parents evenings per year, especially for the senior phase
More tracking reports should be done to help communicate with parents so they know how
you are progressing
Information is not regular enough, 3 report cards per year would be ideal
Parents evenings should be at least 2 or 3 times per year
Reports and Parents Evenings only capture some of the year so parents should be
informed more often

In what way could this information be shared in a better way?











Learning targets set by the teachers should be regular and referred to more often
More written feedback on pieces of work
Parents should be contacted more often if lack of progress is made
Certificates sent home if work is above your usual standards
Praise Postcards, prizes or certificates could be sent home
More merits given out and this is not done very often anymore
A verbal congratulations from staff if you acquire a merit
A lot of pupils think it’s embarrassing to get a certificate at assemblies so sometimes it puts
people off achieving merits
Emails should be used to communicate with home - save the trees !
Set up a scheme that allows pupils to access all written documents, available on the school
website so we can refer to our feedback

How do staff listen to your views when planning learning and teaching?








We don’t get much of an opportunity and we think we should get more
Some teachers use exit slips based on the lesson but we don’t know what they do with the
information
‘Five a Day’ and Pupil Voice meetings are a good way for us to share our views and
opinions but we should be able to do this more in our classes
We share our ideas by speaking to our teachers but they don’t always listen
Some teachers for example in PE, Art and History take into account what you want to learn
about
When it comes to exam years, we get little choice over the teaching as it is restricted by the
SQA
We mainly feel like staff don’t listen to our ideas

How could this be improved, what could be done differently?








Finding out the best way that the pupils learn, but still having fun at the same time
Trying taster sessions of things to see what we all like and then this could be a focus in
more detail at a later date
Anonymous suggestion boxes could be used in all departments or in the school
Surveys could be carried out half way through or at the end of the year to see what we
enjoyed and benefitted from
Staff should reflect on pupils suggestions when planning for the next year
We should have more freedom on how lessons are taught
Teachers could ask for feedback about the lesson and listen to the feedback

Newsletter Article March 2019: Pupil Voice Forum Update
Dalkeith High Schools Pupil Voice have gone from strength to strength this year with increased
involvement from pupils in S2 (Sophie Binns, Mia Linn, Eve Sneddon and Lara Stewart) and
S5 (Liam Bielski, Catriona Nelson, Elle Wright and Yasmine Yorke). The team are extremely
hardworking and eager to make positive impact and change across the school.
Education Scotland have recently produced a resource called ‘How Good is OUR School’ to
help support learner participation in self evaluation and school improvement.
https://education.gov.scot/improvement/Documents/HGIOURS-Part1.pdf
https://education.gov.scot/improvement/Documents/HGIOURS-Part2.pdf
Staff at Dalkeith High School aim to promote and encourage opportunities that give our young
people a stronger voice on matters that affect their lives and learning. As a result, Pupil Voice
representatives have started to use ‘HGIOS’ to help evaluate their School and identify areas
for improvement.
Pupil Voice representatives have continued to lead a range of meetings to gain the views and
opinions from across the school. They agreed to focus on Theme 2 within the HGIOS
document “Our Learning and Teaching” as they felt it was important to reflect upon and get
wider responses on the curriculum, learning experiences, reporting and feedback. The team
all agreed there is a lot of areas which are already very good in the school however they felt
there are also aspects which could be developed and further improved. When the team were
planning their recent Pupil Voice meeting, they decided to use the questions in the HGIOS
booklet as a starting point to help get honest feedback from other learners.
Information and responses collected at Pupil Voice meetings are always shared and discussed
with the Senior Leadership Team. Representatives attended the meetings where next steps
are discussed and considered. Feedback is further communicated and shared with the wider
staff at meetings and is often used to inform staff training sessions.
Pupil Voice have identified further steps to develop purposeful Learning experiences across
the school. They will be carrying out Learning Walks alongside the Senior Leadership Team to
observe learning across the school. They also want to carryout department and whole school
evaluations where they look at wall displays, digital resources, outdoor facilities and the layout
of classrooms. Evaluations will help them collect additional information which they will use to
make further improvements to help shape the future of their school.
Please follow the future developments and hard work carried out by the Pupil Voice team by
following us on Twitter @DHSPupilVoice

Pupil Forum Update: March 2019
Pupil Voice representatives have started to use ‘wee HGIOS’ to help evaluate Dalkeith High
School and identify improvements for our school.
We all agreed to focus on Theme 2 “Our Learning and Teaching” as we felt it was important to
reflect upon and get wider responses on the curriculum, learning experiences, reporting and
feedback. First of all, we looked at the examples of highly effective practice in the booklet. We
all agreed that there is a lot of areas which Dalkeith High School is already very good at but
there are also areas which we think should be developed and improved. When we were
planning our recent Pupil Voice meeting, we decided to use the questions in the booklet as a
starting point to help get honest feedback.
Our next steps will be to carry out learning walks with SLT to observe learning across the
school. We also want to carryout department and whole school evaluations where we look at
wall displays, digital resources, outdoor facilities and the layout of classrooms to help us collect
further information about our school which we will use to help make future improvements.

Learning Walks: SLT and Pupil Voice Representatives
March 2019
Pupil Voice representatives discussed and identified a variety of approaches to help evaluate
their school in line with the ‘wee HGIOS’ document. One approach the document suggested
was to carryout classroom observations to review and reflect on Learning and Teaching across
DHS. The Pupil Voice team felt this could be a very valuable and positive experience
therefore they wanted to work alongside staff members to carryout Learning Visits to observe
and share examples of good practice.
After discussions with Ms Dobson and Mr Gordon it was agreed that the Pupil Voice team
would accompany SLT on their March Learning Walks. Mr Gordon devised an observation
plan and developed a pupil friendly ‘Non Negotiables’ template for the PV team to refer to
throughout their classroom visits. The PV team were encouraged to take notes and reflect on
the examples of good learning and teaching they observed. Following observations the team
met to discuss their experiences and share examples of good practice. In addition next steps
were identified in order to further improve and refine the already excellent learning and
teaching within Dalkeith High School.

Learning Walk Feedback







Senior pupils all felt it was very interesting to see BGE classes and agreed they were
positively very different to when they were in S1-3
Senior pupils identified that the BGE lessons were interactive and more engaging
compared to when they were in the younger year groups
It was identified that senior lessons are very different to BGE lessons in regards to
structure and approach
Some lessons were similar to last year but the delivery had improved so they are now
more interesting and engaging
All Pupil Voice representatives were initially a little nervous carrying out the learning
visits however once they were in the classrooms and settled, the nerves disappeared
All representatives agreed the Learning Visits should continue as they identified a wide
range of positives and valued the overall experience

Examples of Good Practice
 Positive Praise and encouragement seen across all lessons
 Strong teacher/pupil relationships to create an engaging and focussed working
environment
 Senior lessons promote and encourage independent learning
 All pupils engaged well and had the confidence to ask questions to the teacher or their
peers if they required help, demonstrating they are resourceful
 Discussions helped pupils engage in topics well and helped the class settle to the task
quickly
 Questioning was purposeful, engaging and linked well to the lessons






Consistency across the school was seen as teachers greeted the pupils at the door and
all lessons were structured well
Learning Intentions and Success Criteria is not always displayed in senior classes
however the purpose and aim is always shared and is clear as pupils know what they
must focus on
Senior pupils have personalised LI and SC depending on what they are working on and
their progress within a topic etc

Next Steps
 ‘Non Negotiables’ and Learning and Teaching Policy to be reviewed alongside staff
 Develop a senior version of the Learning and Teaching Policy which is more appropriate
to the structure and approach of delivery within the senior phase
 Ensure variety and active learning is promoted and shared across the school amongst
staff
 Some pupils require more challenge therefore teachers must ensure there are
extension tasks available to further develop skills, knowledge and learning
 Feedback must be relevant and consistent to help pupils understand their progress and
next steps

Initial Meeting: 29/06/17
Senior Pupils Present: Beth MacDonald and Rachel Eddie
Staff Present: Mrs Zielinski and Ms Preston
 Pupil Forum procedures were discussed between Mrs Zielinski and Ms Preston








Meetings are to be held once per month
Pupils are selected at random using class lists by Mrs Zielinski or PV team
Mix of approximately 24 pupils are selected, 4 per year group
Invites are to be made by Mrs Zielinski and sent to the office
Meetings are held in Mrs Zielinski’s classroom
Senior pupils will lead the meetings and will take minutes
Minutes will be typed and sent to Mrs Zielinski and Ms Preston for proof reading before being
published on the website
 Mrs Zielinski to meet with senior pupils at lunchtime one week before the Pupil Forum
meeting for 30 minutes to discuss agenda etc.
 Mrs Zielinski and senior pupils to attend first Parent Council meeting to introduce ourselves
and meet the parent council team
 Some topic areas will need to be revisited as well as pushing forward new ideas and
initiatives
 Beth and Rachel shared their ideas and aims of how they envisage the Pupil Forum will
look for 2017/18
 Would like to revisit and improve senior phase induction to be a speed dating setup for S4
pupils to discuss courses, pressures, anxiety, what to expect and support etc. with S5/6
pupils
 Establish a senior Book Swap to enable seniors to swap their unwanted revision books to
help support their peers
 Feel there is no need for Homework diaries and want to push home learning online
 Will ask the PTA what they would like funds to be spent on
 Ideas include: Banks of specialist equipment for underprivileged pupils, Left handed
equipment, Purposeful trips including residential
 Making purposeful links with universities to support knowledge and understanding for senior
pupils
 During SUSTI ensuring it is more purposeful and engaging for senior pupils e.g. link to
subjects, early preparation for classes after the holidays, similar to masterclasses
 BGE pupils will continue to have fun activities
 Aim to promote study clubs and ensure they are well advertised, attended and meeting the
needs of pupils

Pupil Forum Meeting: 06/09/17
Focus of the Meeting: Fundraising
What new ways can you think of to fundraise for this years school show?












Themed disco
Bake off
Dalkeith’s got talent
Teacher reunion from the last 20 years
A dress down day every Friday until the show
Car wash
Sponsored run or cycle
Car boot sale
Art sale
Fair
Sponsored silence (in class you communicate with a pen and pad)

Is there any way that we can make the hall less crowded at lunch time?







Make lunch area bigger
Allow to walk around the school
More outdoor seating areas
Senior years start and end 5 minutes earlier
Queue for each year
St David’s and DHS to have alternating lunch times

What should the PTA money be spent on?










New chairs for in class
Astroturf
Better equipment
New PE equipment
Better food in the vending machines
An outdoor sheltered area
A coffee shop/stand
Water fountains to fill bottles
S6 common room

Opinions on the new toilet pass system and ways to adapt/improve it?





Having a toilet pass could spread germs so possibly put it round your neck
Take note of name and time but no pass
Male and Female cards
Girl toilets open all the time

What do you think of the new uniform and how easy was it for you to get everything?









Shirts not comfortable
Bring back polo shirts for the junior school
Horrible and uncomfortable
Makes you feel ready to work and smart
Don’t have to stress about what to wear
All the same type of blazer and not from different makes
Avoids bullying
Hard to get suitable shirts for girls

Pupil Forum Meeting: 25/10/17
Focus of the Meeting: Learning and Teaching
Have you ever had a say in how to make your learning better?









Learning targets don’t really do anything because you forget about them after
Pupil voice meetings let you express concern on different ways of learning
Our class has asked to play games before
No because when you ask to do fun learning, they leave it until the end of the period
Ask if the teacher could explain more
Yes, in RE we asked to do something about Halloween and we are going to do it
Yes, in drama we asked to play a game called fruit salad and we played it for a whole
period
We sometimes ask the teacher to put on music in the background and it helps us
concentrate. We should be able to have earphones in when doing independent tasks

Have you ever had a conversation with your teacher about your learning?







Yes, when picking subjects to take in S4
In art we were given targets to meet depending on what stage we are in the course. If
we were behind on making design samples, our target would be to spend more time at
study clubs or at home to catch up
More feedback about your work from teachers and instead of picking our own targets,
the teacher gives their say in what we need to improve on
Yes, about targets for the next year but you never look back on them
Yes, I have asked about learning games and abut my levels in subjects
Mr Bruton asked me how I felt about someone misbehaving in class

If you had a problem in school, who would you go to for help?





I would go to guidance
Tell a teacher, an adult, friend or family member
Speak to a house head, a senior pupil, the head girl/boy
Tell the head teacher

If you were asked how to make your learning better, what would you say?











Try my hardest and be determined
Maybe do some more fun stuff
Draw what you need to know on paper instead of writing it out
More class revision
When studying, produce it on something you enjoy because you might actually learn it
Do something that you can always look back on
Make up a catchphrase that you will remember
Draw a learning put so you can work your way out
More free periods when having prelims
To know what level you are in so you know to work hard

Are you aware of the clubs that are available inside and outside of school?







No, except drama club
Yes, there is a rock band club and art club
Basketball club is in PE
I asked for baseball, but we can’t have that
Sports clubs in PE
Letters home, communication tray, posters and announcements to promote clubs
should all be introduced

Do you think teachers in school treat bad behavior fairly?











They take it a bit too far by sending people out of class straight away without warning
and this causes them to miss out most of the period
Punishment tends to vary on the person which is unfair
Some people get treated more fairly than others
Teachers take uniform too seriously and punish for it too much
Teachers don’t give second chances
Languages take the smallest thing and over react
Some staff use warnings and others don’t
Punishment exercises are a waste of time
Behaviour is treated differently in some cases
Drama and art are more relaxed

Newsletter Article October 2017: Pupil Voice Forum Update
The Pupil Voice Forum at Dalkeith High School has already got off to a proactive and
successful start this term. The Pupil Voice Forum is run by members of the Senior School
Council who set the agenda, chair meetings and share ideas with staff and parents. The aim
of the group is to ensure all young people at DHS have their voices heard on a wide range of
subjects which concern and may affect them. The subjects discussed previously have
included different means of assessment, course and subject choices, lunch clubs, uniform and
fundraising ideas.
Pupil Voice meetings are arranged once a month by the Senior School Council where they
work alongside different pupils from all year groups on chosen topics which have been
identified as being significant and current.
This year the Senior School Council is led by three very enthusiastic and committed S6
students who are keen to drive forward the Pupil Voice Forum in order to make a difference in
Dalkeith High School. Rachel Eddie, Beth MacDonald and Zeynep Yildirim have already
chaired their first meeting this term and are well underway with acting upon ideas and
addressing issues raised.
The first meeting provided an opportunity to have in depth discussion on a selection of topics.
The main focus was for young people to explore and discuss possible fundraising ideas in
order to support the 2018 School Show. A wide variety of fantastic ideas were considered and
may be organised over the coming months. Ideas included a ‘Bake Off’ style competition, Car
Wash, Art Sale and Car Boot Sale.
Another topic the Senior School Council wanted to explore and discuss with young people was
the current facilities and resources across the school. In light of this it was suggested funds be
sought to purchase equipment in specific subject areas to support learning opportunities. In
addition, an issue surrounding the lack of cold, fresh tap water and places to refill water bottles
was also raised and discussed.
Following the first successful meeting the Senior School Council members have shared their
findings and feedback with parents and careers at the Parent Council meeting. Information
was also shared and discussed with the Senior Leadership Team, who have responded to any
issues, topics or questions raised.
The next steps for the Senior School Council will be to reflect upon all feedback and
information. They will work with pupils, staff and the Senior Leadership Team to action many
of the ideas in order to make a difference in Dalkeith High School for all young people.

Midlothian House Budget Proposal Meeting: 29/11/17
A group of pupils from Dalkeith High School were invited to attend a meeting at Midlothian
House to discuss the new budget proposals with the Director of Education Mary Smith, Council
Leader Derek Milligan and Depute Council Leader Jim Muirhead. As members of the Pupil
Council, Zeynep Yildirim, Beth MacDonald, Mia Linn, Darah Hay and Kyle Nelson represented
the young people from DHS. The five pupils met with representatives from other local
secondary schools to discuss the Proposed Savings in order to address 'Midlothian’s Financial
Challenge'. The discussion was a fantastic opportunity for the pupils to voice their opinions on
the budget proposals and how this may impact the young people in their community. The
pupils confidently contributed to a lengthy discussion and explained their points clearly in
relation to topics including; Charging for Instrumental Tuition, Reducing Learning Assistants in
Schools and Increasing the Let Charges for After School Clubs from 5-50%.
Following the meeting the Pupil Voice representatives felt they should gain further feedback
and opinions from a wider range of pupils at DHS. As a result, they will be discussing the
councils 'Proposed Savings' at their next Pupil Voice meeting this month. Feedback from this
meeting will be collated and shared with the councilors to further express how they feel money
could be utilised within Midlothian.

Pupil Forum Meeting: 23/02/18
Focus of the Meeting: Outside the classroom
Can you provide feedback on your experience of the Humanutopia Workshops?






Lots if people apologised and admitted to bullying, this was very positive to see
It was very helpful to know how people and even pupils went through rough situations
It was amazing. We learnt a lot about people and it was very helpful, we should do it
again when we are older
They should come here more often
The stories about image should have happened about the end

Can you think of any other ways the school could address or promote Anti Bullying?







Have a lot more people to go to if you are upset or going through challenging situations
Improve availability of staff, especially guidance, increase number of guidance teachers
Have people explain personal experiences to create impact and raise awareness
Teachers need to get back to parents quicker with updates and answers
Put things up on the school website
More supervision from teachers at break and lunch

How do you feel Home Learning is issued and tracked in the school?










We don’t have a definite place to write it down
Parents may not understand homework
Homework doesn’t get completed
Too little, some teachers don’t check results
Only get homework in maths on a regular basis
Some teachers just let homework pass
Either the teacher or student forgets about it and we don’t get much anyway
People forget or make excuses
Not seen as important by pupils

Do you think having an app where you can monitor, track and get feedback on your
Home Learning would be a positive approach at DHS?









Yes, for younger years
Optional because some people might not have storage or smartphones
Wi-Fi is rubbish and nobody will be able to access it in school at break and lunch etc
Better than using the website as this is very complicated to find things
People might not download it
Better than what we have already
Environmentally friendly and would be good for those who use it correctly
Pupils will be less likely to make excuses. It would help people remember.

In what ways can we make the food in the school canteen healthier?










Vegan and veggie
Variety
Larger quantity availability
Current food is bland, poor quality
Breakfasts
Install a water fountain
We bring our own food in as the choices and quality are poor
Add a salad bar or sides of vegetables
Add salad onto the baguettes and sandwiches

What changes do you think should take place to help make DHS a healthier school?
(Health and Well-being)












Make PSE more focused on PSE related stuff (not just making posters)
A Friday jog on the athletics track
More teaching about mental health
Have a school therapist/nurse
Focus on mental health in PSE
Horticulture; make it more accessible and prioritise it
All teachers have “mental health first aid”
Be aware mental health makes affects you all year round not just at exam times
Make teachers aware of the sign of mental health
Bullying ambassadors
Therapy dog in guidance

How do feel the current methods of communication between teachers and pupils are
within DHS? (guidance, tannoy, notice boards etc)








Posters aren’t effective
Sometimes when you are in the middle of class you can’t hear the tannoy
One giant notice board “what’s on this week”
Tannoy is the only effective method because people generally don’t look at notice
boards
No because nobody knows where noticed boards are
Guidance are never there
Tannoys are okay but they are not loud enough or clear

Do you believe that introducing an app like ‘Toot Toot’ would improve the
communication between, guidance, teachers and pupils and why?






I feel people could make an excuse that they never saw it or they didn’t know what to
do
It could be eco friendly
It would be less intimidating to talk to someone using the app than face to face and it’s
anonymous
No, teachers would probably never check the app
People wouldn’t take it seriously and joke about

Newsletter Article March 2018: Pupil Voice Forum Update
It has been another very busy and active term for the Pupil Voice Team. The team have led a
range of meetings to gain the views and opinions from across the school as well as meeting
with outside agencies to discuss the potential introduction of communication apps.
The company ‘Toot Toot’ presented their communication app to the Pupil Voice Team, which
was received very positively, and an in-depth discussion was had. ‘Toot Toot’ is a
communication website and app which can be used on both mobile and computer devices. It
allows pupils to anonymously contact a team of staff members at their school if they have any
worries, problems or concerns. The primary use would be to encourage the young people at
DHS to share concerns and report issues of bullying in a confidential way. ‘Toot Toot’ is not
designed to replace the already existing methods of communication but to allow for an
alternative way which can be accessed at any time including out of school hours.
Following the presentation, all Pupil Voice members were in agreement that the app was a
fantastic idea to allow pupils to communicate anonymously, safely and securely. They also
thought it could be used to communicate positive feedback and ideas as well as issues related
to bullying. The next steps were to share the information and feedback with the Senior
Leadership Team. Kyle Nelson (S2) attended a meeting with SLT and provided an in depth
and informative overview of ‘Toot Toot’. He answered questions and concerns with confidence
and with a great degree of knowledge. SLT were very impressed with the information shared
and are keen to go ahead with implementing the app. We are nearly ready for the introduction
of ‘Toot Toot’ across DHS, watch this space for more information to follow!!

Make a Noise
About










‘Toot Toot’ is an online Pupil Voice, safeguarding platform.
Michael Brennan established the company as he was bullied (including cyber bullying)
so badly he had to move school.
He started a group in his new school with other pupils who got bullied as he wanted to
get their thoughts about what they could do to make a change.
Toot Toot has been established for three years.
700 schools across the UK and 35 worldwide currently use this communication method.
Has been reported that it has helped to reduce bullying by 36% and the process of
resolving bullying related issues are addressed 6 times quicker with Toot Toot.
Can be accessed via the internet or through the FREE app, at home or in school.
Available on IOS with Android being available in early 2018.

Purpose and Aims









Aimed at encouraging and enabling young
people to communicate with their school in
a safe and responsible manner.
Initially the system was developed for
bullying however it is now used in a range
of ways e.g. Positive Messages/Feedback,
Pupil Voice Concerns/Ideas.
It is aimed at pupils who are not confident
at approaching or speaking to staff or who
may feel embarrassed etc regarding
sensitive issues.
Enables pupils to have the opportunity to
speak to staff in an anonymous way.
This is not to replace existing
communication methods but is an
alternative or option for pupils.

The staff Members Involved





Not all staff should have access as it will become unmanageable.
Recommended that only a select few should be allocated the responsibility (referred to
as Head Mentor/Admin) e.g. House Heads or Guidance.
Admin can forward any concerns or information onto the relevant staff member by
reassigning the message through existing school communication means.
Head and Deputies will have access to the system in order to monitor and oversee the
communication tool.

How it Works


















Every user will create a user name and password which they use to sign into their free
account.
Admin can request further information when accounts are set up e.g. Year and House.
This helps to manage the information when messages are sent.
Reporting can be done by pupils anonymously and at any time.
Messages will only be replied to by Admin during the school day.
Admin are unknown to the pupils.
When messages are sent to Admin, pupils are only identifiable by a code.
When a message is sent it can be any length and a video or picture can be attached if
required.
Notification of messages that have been received by Admin will be sent via their school
email to inform them there is an active message which requires attention.
If pupils use the app, they will be notified of a response through Push Notifications on
their handheld device.
If pupils use a computer, they will see their response on their next login or an email
address can be added to receive alerts by email.
When you send a message, it saves this message and any replies on the pupils’ login
page for their records.
The record of what has been logged will be stored under two categories – Open Cases
and Resolved Cases.
Cases are identified as being resolved by the Admin member but this should be agreed
with the pupil.
A resolved case can be reopened if the pupil is not happy with the outcome.
Admin can add a message which appears at the bottom of the pupils login screen. This
could be a reminder to pupils that there is a holiday etc so messages will not be
responded to.

Safeguarding



If Admin feels the pupil might be at risk then they can request for the pupil to reveal their
identity.
If they refuse then Admin can obtain this as it may be a safe guarding concern.

Pupil Voice Feedback
 All Pupil Voice members were in agreement that the app was a fantastic idea to allow
pupils to communicate anonymously in a safe and secure way.
 Kyle and Beth were concerned this could get misused but we were reassured that users
could be blocked or banned for a period of time. In most cases Admin would probably
determine very quickly if this was being misused and messages were false.
 All felt this was a fantastic way of communicating positive feedback and ideas as well as
issues related to bullying.
 Pupil Voice representatives are very keen to promote this in DHS as a method of
communication for all learners.

SLT Feedback
 Pupil Voice representatives met with SLT to feedback information about the
communication tool ‘Toot Toot’.
 Pupil Voice shared their opinions, discussed and addressed any concerns SLT had
regarding ‘Toot Toot’.
 SLT were very impressed with the information shared and are keen to go ahead with
implementing ‘Toot Toot’ as an
additional means of communication
at DHS.
 SLT will seek clarification from the
‘Toot Toot’ company regarding
Safeguarding to ensure our young
people are fully protected if they use
the communication tool.

Pupil Voice Interview Panel: June 2018
Welcome:
Liam: Welcome to Dalkeith High School, we are the Pupil Voice Panel and have been asked
to represent pupils as part of the interview process.
All: Introduce yourself

Hello my name is...........

Kyle: We will ask you a selection of questions and there will be chance for you at the end to
ask us some questions.
Questions:
1. What skills and qualities make you different and stand out from other candidates?

2. You have told us about your skills and qualities, what do you consider as being your
weaknesses?
3. How would you ensure engaging and meaningful lessons were taught in PSE?
4. All pupils in Dalkeith High school should feel safe and valued at all times. If a pupil came to
see you whilst you were extremely busy and they were upset and told you they were being
badly bullied, what would you do?
5. If you could be an animal, what would you be and why?
6. Do you have any questions?
Thanks:
Carly: That concludes the pupil panel, thank you very much for coming. It was really nice to
meet you; your S2 guides will take you to your next location.

Pupil Voice Reflection on 2017/18
















Reflection
Positive to have junior pupils involved throughout as they can learn from the seniors as well
as providing them with extra responsibilities
Juniors had valuable views and opinions and helped the seniors see things from their
perspective and vice versa
Encouraged the senior and junior pupils to build positive relationships
Meetings with SLT could be intimidating at times but this quickly changed as they felt
welcomed and opinions valued
Topics discussed were wide ranging and enabled pupils to voice their opinions on issues
that impact on them and their learning
Structure of Pupil Voice meetings work well as it creates a relaxed feedback environment
where all pupils feel more confident to share their ideas and opinions in small groups
Responsibility of developing questions and typing minutes was well organised and seniors
liked having this responsibility - wasn’t too much or too time consuming

Next Steps
Hand over to the juniors at the end of the year should be done sooner due to study leave
and coursework commitments
Encourage junior pupils to attend SLT meetings as well as seniors
Would like to involve PTA more and attend meetings on a regular basis to represent the
pupils at DHS
More promotion around school of PV representatives so other pupils and staff can easily
identify them
Increased awareness and knowledge across the school of the Pupil Voice structure and
what we do etc.
Pupil Voice and Mrs Zielinski to introduce PV to all year groups at assemblies at the
beginning of the year

